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The ExoMars Trace Gas Orbiter (TGO), a collab-

orative project between the European Space Agency 

(ESA) and Roscosmos (Russia), was successfully in-

serted into Mars orbit on 19 October 2016, and 

reached its final 400km science orbit on 7 April 2018. 

TGO began taking observations as part of commis-

sioning operations in March 2018.  

At the Laboratoire de Météorologie Dynamique 

(LMD) we are preparing to assimilate observations 

from the Atmospheric Chemistry Suite (ACS) thermal 

infrared channel (TIRVIM) on board TGO [1] into the 

LMD Mars General Circulation Model (GCM) [2]. 

The ACS/TIRVIM instrument will measure radiance 

spectra from which can be retrieved vertical profiles 

of atmospheric temperature, as well as surface tem-

peratures and vertically-integrated amounts of dust 

and water ice, at various local times, latitudes and sea-

sons. Our aim is to generate re-analyses of the Martian 

atmosphere in a semi-operational way, provide these 

to the community in the short term, and use them to 

better understand Mars’ climate. 

The LMD Mars GCM is a detailed model of Mars’ 

atmosphere that includes representations of the dust 

cycle, water cycle, boundary layer, subsurface, aero-

sols, upper atmosphere, and other parametrizations 

relevant to the Martian environment. The data assim-

ilation scheme is based on the Local Ensemble Trans-

form Kalman Filter (LETKF) [3]. The LETKF is an 

ensemble-based assimilation scheme where we typi-

cally use 16 ensemble members and multiplicative in-

flation to adjust the background error covariance.  

Assimilation of Martian atmospheric data pro-

vides a significant challenge for ensemble-based data 

assimilation schemes. Not only are the observed 

quantities available to assimilate – temperature, dust, 

and water ice – strongly inter-dependent, but Mars’ 

atmosphere is markedly less chaotic than the Earth’s 

at certain times of year [4]. The ensemble can con-

verge over time, with bias and model deficiencies 

dominating errors in a way that cannot be alleviated 

by synoptic variability, and often the ensemble does 

not enclose new observations as they become availa-

ble. The assimilation scheme behaves in a way that is 

distinctly non-terrestrial. However, such behaviour 

has been recognised and studied by users of Ensemble 

Kalman Filter techniques in other contexts, and vari-

ous methods such as bias correction [5], additive in-

flation [6], parameter ensembles, and static error co-

variances exist to alleviate these problems. These are 

worth discussing for use in the Martian context. 

Earlier work assimilated observations from the 

Mars Climate Sounder on NASA’s Mars Reconnais-

sance Orbiter [7,8,9]. Figure 1 shows an example 

comparison between temperature analyses and MCS 

observations, varying the time between assimilations. 

We shall report on our recent improvements to the 

scheme, towards assimilating ACS observations once 

TGO’s science activities begin, and on our progress 

in trying to overcome the various challenges of en-

semble data assimilation in the Martian context.  

Figure 1: Difference between analysis mean and 

observed night-time (∼3 am) temperatures for MCS 

observations binned over Ls =175−180° during 

MY29. The top panel has no assimilation, and the oth-

ers vary the time between assimilations. In hatched re-

gions the difference is larger than observational error. 
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